MACH 1 UNI
AUTOMATIC UNDERPINNER

Type of wedges
The MACH 1 UNI works only with "UNI" wedges.

Joining features
- High Speed joining = 3360 cycles / hour (with 2 positions per corner)
- Auto-Alignment: No need to adjust top clamp placement
- Self-Adjusting Pressure: No need to adjust air pressure between Hardwood and Softwood
- 19 cm (7 1/4") stroke
- 10 cm (4") high mouldings
- Retractable and very powerful Ultra™ clamps (patented)
- Adjusting screw to have perfect 45° angle
- Pneumatic loading of wedges

Software features
- User-friendly Keyboard
- Quick and Easy joining set up
- 5 wedge positions + 5 wedges per position
- Wedge Reloading Sensor
- 2 joining modes: Automatic or Manual
- Bonus: 9 Favorites Profiles
- Barcode Ready (Compatible with CS486, CS3099 & CS4008 joining files)

Mechanical features
- Magnetic & adjustable chevron rod clamp assembly
- Aluminium structure & parts for a maximum durability & minimum wear and tear
- Stainless steel working table
- Built-in extension arms
- Concrete reinforced structure to absorb vibrations
- Easy access to electrical and pneumatic parts

Mouldings
- Dimensions
- Length: 564 mm
- Width: 670 mm
- Height: 1180 mm
- Weight: 90 kg

Included accessories
- 1 box of 10mm SW
- 1 box of 12mm SW
- 1 box of 10mm HW
- 1 box of 16mm SW

Optional accessories
- 1 box of 12mm HW
- 1 box of 10mm HW
- Z24322
- Z25497
- Z25499
- Z24703
- Z22003
- Z225790
- Z21524
- Z21525
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